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A brief overview on how to link data, obtain Identifiers, a look at the actual data and templates, and how to get your borehole data online.
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**Wells, Wellbores, Boreholes**

A **well** is a facility intended to extract or inject fluid into the earth.

A **borehole** is a shaft bored into the earth, characteristically with a diameter much smaller than its length.

- Some boreholes are wells; most wellbores are drilled boreholes.

A **wellbore** is an individual drilled path from the well origin to a terminal point in the subsurface.

**Simple wells** are single boreholes with only one wellbore. Most of the data you will be collecting will focus on simple wells. The well origin and the borehole collar will be identical. With complicated wells, where you have multiple wellbores, the collar will be somewhere in the subsurface. For any given well, you may have multiple records, logs or drill dates that need to be accounted for. When dealing with water wells and simple wells, we generally assume they are vertical with one borehole.

**Mineral exploration and engineering** will deal with boreholes that are not intended for injection or extraction of fluids from the subsurface. They are designed to obtain research information, and mineral exploration boreholes are generally directional.

- The data being collected from a well will be associated with a single wellbore segments.

In a **simple well**, when you come across wells with a deviated hole, or sidetracks, and multiple wellbores, then you will need to know which wellbore the log is associated with, and exactly at what depth the temperature was measured. The data is associated with a particular wellbore.

We deal with **Logs** that come in many forms, such as standard e-logs.
Temperature measurements may be made with the single intention as a water temperature measurement, or more commonly a bottom hole temperature. The bottom hole temperature is the maximum temperature recorded on a logging tool during a log run, that are usually assumed to have been at the bottom of the hole.

Rock and water samples include core, cuttings, fluid samples etc. that come from various locations in the wellbore.

Engineering boreholes may be used during highway construction or when constructing foundations, this however is not our focus. Completions of these wells differ and borehole size may vary from small to large.

Other data generally associated with the well and not the wellbore in particular, is the production data and injection data. With some of the more complicated wells, you might have different production data from different wellbores.

Data Online, Identifiers, and Linked Data

When dealing with a data system, the linkage between various data items is important.

Linkage is important because when talking about a particular well, that well may be associated with cuttings, temperature measurements, fluid samples, geochemistry from the fluid samples and more. So there will be many relationships between different data items. The idea is to be able to link those items together in the data system.

The way to bind all this data in the information system is to have reliable identifiers and a consistent way of using them. The Identifier is a string that is unique to your resource (well).

API – For most gas and oil wells, and most geothermal wells depending on the state, wells have API numbers. An API well number or API number is a "unique, permanent, numeric identifier" assigned to each well drilled for oil and gas in the United States. The API number is one of many industry standards established by the American Petroleum Institute. The state issues API numbers based on the regulations in that state. API’s are more commonly used and understood.

URI – (Uniform Resource Identifier) is a string that identifies a resource. Resource in these terms being something we are interested in and want to identify and link with other information which may be an individual well log, an individual well, an individual wellbore, or a particular sample.

HTTP URI’s – Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is a common scheme used on the web to identify web pages. This identifier might identify anything in the world, a person, a well, a rock, that you can’t send over a wire. The URI will be a representation for what the identifier identifies.

- Minting URI’s

A URI is a Uniform Resource Identifier, the URI describes the mechanism used to access the resource, the specific computer that the resource is housed in and the specific name of the resource on the computer. In many cases, they will have to be made up unless there is some visible identifier scheme already in place.

One of the conventions being promoted in the information system for URI’s is adding prefixes. Prefixes are used to identify the authority.

Prefixes will help identify what kind of identifier it is and who assigned it. They are also both globally unique, and unique to the organization. This helps not having to worry about the numbers after.

Using Existing Identifier. API numbers for wells or for individual wellbores are commonly used because the API system is set up to identify down to individual wellbores in a great amount of detail.
**Add Prefix to Identify Authority.** Prefixes may look like some of these examples

azogcc: (Arizona Oil and Gas Commission)

api: (American Petroleum Industry)

azgs: (Arizona Geological Survey)

**USGIN Dereferencing.** In order for these identifiers to be useful there has to be some way to dereference them. There needs to be some means in order to get items over the web and onto the internet that tells you what that identifier is meant to represent.

A dereferencing service has been set up through USGIN. This is a rule based redirection to a server. This server allows you to define different kinds of resources.

Example:

![Resource details for "Resource Type Pointer: Well Header (AZGS)"

The authority is azgs (AZGS) – for this you may add different prefixes or other path segments, for other states that want to use this method.

We define using regular expressions so this dereferencing service will parse other URL’s coming in. Using other regular expression patterns we can figure out how to rewrite those and redirect the requests to a useful place where you will get information back.

How you make the http useful is by utilizing the existing, very durable, widely tested and used infrastructure for dereferencing identifiers, known as the web. By having the domain name, the registers and domain name servers all over, the URI or http URI that uses a known host, will be dereferenced and return with something useful.

**The Boundaries between Metadata and Data**

If there is a file that can be retrieved on the web, then it should have a metadata record. Any kind of information resource that is in a file can be used to create a metadata record, publish it online and make it accessible.

**Well logs** – Ideally for well logs, the standard would be to have a metadata record for each file that has a scanned or imaged log.
**Permit Files** – Similar to well logs, permit files may also have a variety of scanned documents, with each document having a metadata record.

**Spreadsheets** – If you have a well log that’s been digitized and it is in a spreadsheet- the easiest way to make the document accessible online would be to treat the spreadsheet as a document, put it into a repository, and create a metadata record for it.

**Individual records** – The idea is to set up individual records that can be retrieved as services. An example would be with the wells themselves—we use a well header to represent each well. In doing this we can make the well available “over the wires” through a well feature service that has a feature or a database record for each well. This is the done when you retrieve links, you also get information related to that well. The well feature (service) will have URL’s that would links to and identify all the logs having their own metadata records.

---

**The Templates**

**Well Headers:** Will have one record per well, allow for multiple wellbores, represent each location as a feature and include association from well to all related data.

**Well Log:** Will have each log represented by a document, one metadata record per log, and digitized log data can be a coverage service.

**Temperature Observations:** Are to collect the temperature measurement information and the borehole information. This may have more flexibility depending on where in the borehole the temperature is being recorded. There should be one row in the template for each temperature observation which is later implemented as a temperature observation service.

**Well Log Template:** The Well Log Template is for additional information about the logs. It will greatly resemble the well header Template in every way, with the addition of more values.

- In the picture below, the bold means the data in that value is required, just as the values highlighted pink in the Well Header Template.
- The well log template will generate have similar output to the well header template.
A Look at the Actual Data

Well Header Template:

- The spreadsheet is set up so that there will be one row for each well.

- The minimum amount of data allowed is highlighted in pink, this means that the highlighted pink values are required.

- When hovering over the headers with your mouse, there will be comments describing the value
After obtaining the URI, using the dereferencing system, place the http URI into the browser and you will receive an XML Well Header metadata record. This is almost identical to the spreadsheet, as you can see the values are the same. This is created by the Web Feature service, the web feature for the well header (where the log was obtained from).
**ArcMap:**

- This is an example of an ArcMap project, the small dots to the side are temperature observations. The temperatures are indicated in the box to the left.

- This is a shape file with the well header logs in ArcMap, here you can see the list of URI’s as well. This is where the prefixes in dereferencing come into play.
Finding Metadata in the Catalog

Finding metadata in the catalog should only be slightly different from application to application. In this example, we are using the USGIN Geoportal site.


After clicking the link above you will arrive at the home page for the USGIN Geoportal. To start searching metadata records you can either type in the desired search criteria on the home page search box, or you may click the tab next to HOME that's says “search.”
The actual search page will give you more options to narrow down your search.

After typing in the search criteria you choose, click search and items matching your search will be on the right side of the page.
After skimming through the items, find one that you wish to view and then click on the title for the metadata record. After doing so, a row of options will appear: Open, Preview, Details, Metadata, and Zoom To. These are all ways to view the metadata record.

- By clicking Open, the resource for the current metadata record will open for you to view.
- By clicking “preview” you will receive a preview to either the location on a map, or the resource associated with the metadata record.
- By clicking “details,” you will be taken to the metadata details page. This will include the metadata content.

- By clicking “metadata,” you will be reviewing the XML for the metadata record.
- By clicking “Zoom to,” you will zoom in on the map, to the set location for the resource.